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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW VS810PP Android. Nice! Link below is new 

video added today.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l

ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb  

 

 

1-19-2016 Women MD's Put Vagina Discharge Pictures on 

Front Page NY Times - in reply to "Using iPhones to Connect 

Children to Health Care" By Perri Klass, M.D.  
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1-19-2016 Women MD's Put Vagina Discharge Pictures on 

Front Page NY Times - in reply to "Using iPhones to Connect 

Children to Health Care" By Perri Klass, M.D.  

 

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; of New 

York Times Writer Doctors like Perri! "Using Phones to 

Connect Children to Health Care" By Perri Klass, M.D. New 

York Times Today. Dr. Perri censored his article in the NY 

Times today. Trump would fire her and hire Dr. Nancy 
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Snyderman who would have written up Bill Clintons STD's 

and HIV... Michael Douglas getting cancer from Oral Sex 

pictures on the front page of the NY Times too. Anger 

Management new TV Show over giving them all HIV. Shake 

down cost tens of millions $$ Not on the front page of the NY 

Times.  

 

1-19-2016 Yale Elite; Bush, Jimmy Carter, Oil + Peanuts... 

motivated by "Financial Spite;" Yale students are back on 

Campus Today from Christmas + New Years Break and wrote 

up "Spite" and GE leaving Connecticut.  

 

 

 

Serendipity Inventions are not really by accident, you have 

to buy the "Power Ball IP Lottery Tickets" at your Apple-

Starbucks Store!  

 

 

 

1-19-2016 Motivated by spite; McCain + Kerry the "Medal of 

Honor" for the full potential of the 1980 Invention of the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 

a Year and Faster than the Speed of Light Invention in 1981.  

 

1-19-2016 Motivated by spite; Pentagon Generals + MD's at 

Walter Reed are in the same "Class" but light years apart in 

dissecting their frontal lobe's "Din" of wandering thoughts 

today! Beau was killed by a MD the Generals believe, but the 

MD's think the Generals are the real killers of Beau!  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals world wide for Children of Poison 

gas exhaust. Spray painted clouds of poison gas exhaust on 
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Duval world wide. McCain + Kerry cheer the drone strikes 

while MD women scream Hell No at Saint Jude Auschwitz 

Hospitals!  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; of New 

York Times Writer Doctors like Perri! "Using Phones to 

Connect Children to Health Care" By Perri Klass, M.D. New 

York Times Today. Dr. Perri censored his article in the NY 

Times today. Trump would fire her and hire Dr. Nancy 

Snyderman who would have written up Bill Clintons STD's 

and HIV... blackmail's she knows about from the Today Show. 

I remember the first time one of my children text ed me a 

photo of a skin lesion. It was not a photo of my own child’s 

skin, but that of a college roommate’s, and the message was 

something like: “Hi, Mom, is this anything to worry about?” 

There was no identifying information — I couldn’t actually 

tell what part of the body I was looking at — and there was 

certainly no medical history (a 19-year-old in generally 

good health has had this mark on the arm for a week and it 

seems to be getting bigger but it doesn’t hurt if you press on 

it … that kind of thing). I tried to take it as a tribute — 

friends sitting around a dorm room, showing one another 

funny lumps and bumps, and up speaks my offspring: “Oh, my 

mom will be able to tell you what that is!” The intensity with 

which teenagers live on and through their phones is hardly 

news. Many parents find themselves trying, and often 

failing, to legislate phone use at the table and at bedtime. 

So going away to college does mean, among many forms of 
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independence, phone freedom. Telemetric has been much in 

the news as researchers investigate how technology can 

extend the reach of medical services, and a host of start-ups 

and app developers look for ways to incorporate medical 

care into our relationships with our devices. And so in 

pediatrics, there is discussion about the potential for making 

health part of that adolescent connectedness. Even when it’s 

not long-distance communication, it improves 

communication because they think to use the phone to take 

a picture of the rash that they can show you when they come 

in to see you,” said Dr. Cindy Osman, a clinical associate 

professor of pediatrics at New York University. Cindy + Perri 

must get a vaginal discharge smartphone photo from 

someone so why the Hell didn't they make this a front page 

picture in the New York Times Today? Because of our 1984 II 

Dictators gave her the vaginal discharge! Cindy + Perri 

might keep writing and name who gave the women a STD! 

This would be published in the New York Times and will be 

after the MD Women's Coup. Along with front page pictures of 

the vaginal discharge's. Bill + Melinda education software is 

not just a scam but harms millions of women. ...from her 

college-age son and assuming it was a viral infection... get 

the Strep test he needed... Hell he needed to email Michael 

Douglas about getting cancer from oral sex! Which almost 

cost him his marriage. Patrick K. FitzGerald, the vice 

president for entrepreneurship and innovation at Children’s 

Hospital of Philadelphia, said that “to some degree we are 

all self-diagnosing nowadays,” using various sites and tools 

on the Internet. The question, he told me, is how hospitals 

can incorporate that into their patient care “so people are 

getting the right care at the right price.” Dr. James P. 

Marcin, a pediatric critical care specialist at the University 

of California, Davis, was the lead author on last summer’s 

American Academy of Pediatrics policy statement on 
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telemetric and how it can be used to improve access to care 

for children. Put a Smartphone cam on all Priest 24/7 would 

help reduce the sex abuse going on today in the Catholic 

Church. No Dr's Dr. James P. Marcin + Dr. James P. Marcin 

can't write this in Today's New York Times on orders from our 

1984 II Dictators!!  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; iapps 

for MD washing their hands, 1984 III MD women will have 

Cook iapps for hand washing at 100% compliance or 15 days 

in jail. Mr. Putin has said the propaganda law protects 

children from being exposed to behaviors he regards as 

abnormal. The new bill would take that preposterous 

rationale one step further and criminalize an act as 

harmless and natural as holding hands in public. A vaguely 

written “gay propaganda” law passed in 2013 created a 

toxic environment for gay men and lesbians in Russia. Now, 

some lawmakers want to further denigrate and stigmatize 

gay people. A new bill scheduled for debate on Friday in the 

lower house of Parliament would allow the authorities to 

impose fines and even jail time for public displays of 

affection between people of the same sex. The law would 

criminalize “the public expression of nontraditional sexual 

relations, manifested in a public demonstration of personal 

perverted sexual preferences in public spaces.” If such 

displays of affection happen in educational or cultural 

institutions, a jail sentence of up to 15 days can be imposed. 

Ivan Nikitchuk, one of the lawmakers who introduced the 
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bill, Ivan MD and Putin MD after reading, and watching a 

New York Times super computer simulation about STD's, MS 

Virus, will pass this new law against gays. Hell Key West Gays 

spray painted clouds of burning oil from Trillions of Scooters 

on Duval never thinking of them as poison gas and bringing 

charges of Holocaust II + III from Saint Jude Auschwitz 

MD's. DNA cross walk would have been a more literate one by 

the Key West City Counsel, please email Jimmy Weekley on 

this! Cruise Ship Virus Hell... your bag of Oreo's at Public has 

Norwalk Virus on it from someone's coughing... and lives on 

the Oreo's bag for 4 days! A little more literate please... and 

the scooter guy who screamed I should have run you over on 

your Trike, please arrest him from your George Orwell video, 

grin.  

 

1-19-2016Greg + Wives in Key West would spend $99 Billion 

in a Apple store in Miami, grin! Putin MD needs to do a 

propaganda video washing his hands in a hospital and 

what bacteria was there before and after along with Moscow 

cooks hand shake with a KGB agent collecting bacteria for a 

60 minutes CBS Moscow show.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Steve Jobs last appearance to the Cupertino City 

Council she ask Jobs at the end if he would give the city of 

"Cupertino" free wifi, sign in with your Apple ID; Key West 

needs Free Wifi from Apple, sign in with your Apple ID. Apple 

Space Ship Campus 20 busses run on clean diesel fuel... no 

super computer simulation of this from New York Times 
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Video!  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Steve Jobs... Bill Gates both motivated by spite; 

Apple-Starbucks in Cupertino you can buy your new iPod, 

iPad at Starbucks. Bill Gates copied and pasted the 

Macintosh look and feel icons into the PC. MacBook Pro at 

every table at every French La Belle Cafe in Paris!  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Bush, Jimmy Carter, Oil + Peanuts... motivated by 

"Financial Spite;" Yale students are back on Campus Today 

from Christmas + New Years Break and wrote up "Spite" and 

GE leaving Connecticut. Sandy Hook Shooting by a GE 

executive was to much "Spite" on the shooters part and Yale 

MD's who talked to him and his mom at Yale Campus. This 

must have overloaded GE top brass with enough "Spite" to 

move away from Yale! Yale MD's wrote Rx's for the Kid then 

let mom refuse to give him the Rx. Dad at GE HQ in 

Connecticut didn't have any iPhone Cam's going in their 

home so no alarms beeped at GE HQ. All this is classified by 

the Elite at Yale and the Elite at GE in a George Orwell 1984 

II society that gives GE Windmill kickbacks of $150 Billion in 

2016 for suppressing the 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 
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Era of Serendipity Inventions that are not really by 

accidents. God Save the Queen - Oppenheimer had cheers 

working on the A-Bomb every day too!  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 "GE announces move from Connecticut" Jiahui Hu 

|Jan 19, 2016 Staff Reporter Yale Daily News. Connecticut’s 

loss of General Electric, a multinational corporation with 

gross revenue of $150 billion annually, points to the state’s 

chronic inability to grow its high-tech industry to full 

potential, critics have alleged. GE, which has been based in 

the Fairfield suburbs for the past 42 years, announced last 

Wednesday that it will relocate its headquarters to Boston. 

1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is almost 

42 years old. Grin.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Motivated by spite; McCain + Kerry the "Medal of 

Honor" for the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort that would 

have Escorted in 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year! Motivated 

by spite; Pentagon Generals + MD's at Walter Reed in the 

same "Class" but light years apart in dissecting their frontal 

lobe's "Din" of wandering thoughts today!  
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1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Steve Jobs last appearance to the Cupertino City 

Council she ask Jobs at the end if he would give the city of 

"Cupertino" free wifi, sign in with your Apple ID; Key West 

needs Free Wifi from Apple, sign in with your Apple ID. Apple 

Space Ship Campus 20 busses run on clean diesel fuel... no 

super computer simulation of this from any talented City 

people. Jobs said if we get out of paying taxes I will provide 

free Apple Wifi he said to her. Building the best office 

building in the world. Designed for safety how about cancer 

screening? Both my parents died of lung cancer from 

smoking so no smoking at the new Apple Campus. Last City 

Council question is we want a Apple Store in Cupertino, not 

enough traffic to be successful. Apple-Starbucks in Cupertino 

you can buy your new iPod, iPad with your coffee. Is what 

Steve Jobs should have envisioned on June 7, 2011.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Steve Jobs... motivated by spite; according to 

recent research at Yale the study, published in Evolution and 

Human Behavior, looks at capuchin monkeys’ tendency to 

punish a peer when faced with an unfair distribution of 

resources. The monkeys were presented with a scenario in 

which they shared food, and researchers were able to observe 
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their behavior under varying conditions of inequity and 

social pressure to gain insight into the evolutionary origins 

of punishment. “This study provides some of the first evidence 

that psychological motivations like spite may not be as 

unique to humans as previously thought,” said psychology 

professor Laurie Santos, a study co-author, in an email to 

the News.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Medicare spending for patients with chronic 

kidney disease aged 65 and older exceeded $50 billion and 

represented 20 percent of all Medicare spending in that age 

group... I would guess total spending on kidney disease for 

all age groups would be $100 Billion. 17,600 kidney 

transplants done when 50K should have been done and will 

be when 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat are our 1984 III Dictators 

and Oppenheimer II + III MD's. Oppenheimer II + III MD's 

will recycle 50K new mini-H-Bombs to 50K Serendipity 

Inventions are not really by accident, if you have all of Los 

Alamos for your IP invention projects, grin.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Faster than the speed of light invention will be 

lost in our lifetime if we give McCain + Kerry the Medal of 
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Honor for killing off the idea and serendipity of NASA going 

777 times the speed of light.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 Kidney Disease “Monitoring and early treatment 

of those conditions are key to prevention... $100 Trillion has 

been spent on Homeland Security to monitor Muslim 

Terrorists who also have $100 Trillion from Miami gas 

station hold ups, grin.  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 "God save the queen" were recently spoken in space 

for (possibly) the first time when British astronaut Major Tim 

Peake uttered the famous phrase... famous phrase; "You can't 

go faster than the speed of light." "God Save the New York 

Times Masterminds." You can invent a way to go 777 times 

faster than the speed of light and someone from NYC would 

have by now if the New York Times would have 

"Brainstormed" this IP on the front page everyday! CBS 

Nightly News Masterminds are even worst than the NY Times 

and NBC Comcast Masterminds will all lose their heads in a 

laser guillotine when the French decide to work on this IP in 

a New French Revolution.  
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1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  
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Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

1-19-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint 

Jude Auschwitz Hospitals  

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

inventor8484@gmail.com  
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
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index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com
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